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Overview
At the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, we have 
embarked on a mission to redesign our introductory physics 
course sequence for life science majors.  The overarching goal of 
this project is to create a new sequence that meets the needs of 
life science students by both enhancing their understanding of 
physics concepts, and improving their perception of physics and 
how it relates to biology and other aspects of the “real world.” 
Early development has noted recommendations of recently 
published national reports, in addition to significant discourse 
with faculty from the biology department, with emphasis placed 
on identifying critical cross-disciplinary skills and authentic 
biological contexts. Below, we outline the structure of the new 
course, which will be implemented in August 2014.  

Course Structure 
We will adopt the Lecture/Studio model developed at Kansas 
State University1 and the Colorado School of Mines,2 with two 
(50-minute) lectures and two (110-minute) studio sessions per 
week.  An outline of the weekly cycle is provided below. 

Physics 114 Physics 115

Topic Topic

1 Physics, Biology and Scaling Fluid Statics

Forces and Motion I

Stress and Strain

Torque and Rotation

Work and Energy

Energy Conservation

Energy Conversion and Efficiency

Energy at the Atomic Level: Heat
and Thermal Motion

Heat Transfer

Oscillations: A mix of kinetic and
potential energy

Sound

Special relativity: Life in the 
fast lane
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Fluid Dynamics

Electric Energy and Potential

Electric Current and Cell
Membranes

Magnetic Fields

Electromagnetic Waves

Geometrical Optics

Optical Lenses and Devices

Wave Optics

Imaging using wave optics

The very small: quantum physics

Nuclear physics and medical
applications

Example 
As part of our discussion on Newton’s Laws, we have decided 
to introduce a number of key concepts using data published by 
Queatheman et. al.4 on jumping grasshoppers.  Using a
modified scale, the researchers could measure the force
generated by the grasshopper during
certain stages of its life.  A version
of the graph is shown here. The
activity is rich in concepts,
addressing Newton third law
force pairs, non-linear acceleration, 
impulse and integral calculus to 
name just a few.

Challenges 
Designing a new IPLS course has certainly been a challenging 
endeavour but we feel the results will have a lasting effect on 
improving students’ understanding of physics and their 
perception on its relevance to biology.  We have faced a number 
of challenges along the way and we are wresting with, among 
others, the following questions:

1. How do we assess the effectiveness of the changes to our 
course?

2. How can we continue to increase the authenticity of the bio-
logical contexts and still effectively teach the physics concepts?

3. What level of mathematics is appropriate for this cohort?
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Course Structure continued
Students will receive their initial introduction to the physics 
concepts and their biological relevance through pre-lecture 
reading assignments and reading quizzes, with quiz responses 
being used to tailor the associated lectures. Students will also 
complete homework assignments using the online homework 
system MasteringPhysics. Studio activities will explicitly 
reference these homework problems to maintain tight
integration of all forms of instruction.

Topic List
We have organized the course around biological “driving 
questions” designed to fully integrate physics and biology con-
cepts. An outline of the course topics is shown below.  
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Lecture 1 20 minute lecture by a biologist 
laying out the “driving question”

Physics instructors introduces 
relevant physics concepts.

Studio 1

Groups of four, 
supervised by TAs

Hands-on activities 
such as mini-labs, 
simulation explorations 
of relevant phenomena, 
and cooperative group 
problem solving.3Lecture 2

Physics concepts are ex-
tended and refined by the 
physics instructor.

Studio 2

Activities to further 
support the concepts.


